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10Abstract This paper seeks to contribute new insight to the process of learning during
11idea generation (i.e., brainstorming) by proposing and evaluating two alternative
12operationalizations for learning, which we refer to as connection-based learning and
13multi-perspective learning, during a carefully designed idea-generation task in the earth-
14sciences domain. Specifically, this paper presents two controlled experiments. In the
15first study we manipulate two independent factors, first whether students work
16individually or in pairs, and second whether students work with the VIBRANT agent
17or not. The second study includes one additional hybrid agent condition motivated by
18results from the first study as well as other enhancements to the VIBRANT agent’s
19discussion-analysis technology. Our finding is that while brainstorming in pairs leads to
20short-term process losses in terms of idea-generation productivity, with a corresponding
21reduction in connection-based learning, it produces a gain in multi-perspective learning.
22Furthermore, automatically generated feedback from VIBRANT improves connection-
23based learning. In the second study, support from an enhanced version of VIBRANT
24showed evidence of mitigating the process losses that were associated with reduced
25learning in the pairs condition of the first study.
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29 Q1Introduction

30Inquiry as an approach to learning typically consists of such activities as exploring the targeted
31phenomena, formulating and asking questions, making discoveries, achieving deeper
32understanding, and fulfilling intellectual curiosity. Idea generation (i.e., brainstorming) is of
33central importance in this process, and frequently these idea-generation tasks are done
34collaboratively. Despite the overwhelming evidence of process losses (i.e., when individuals
35function less productively in a group than individually) during group brainstorming ( Q2Connolly
361993; Diehl and Stroebe 1987; Kraut 2003), the reality of modern life is that realistic idea-
37generation tasks in the workplace often must involve more than one individual, often from
38diverse backgrounds, such as in multi-disciplinary and frequently multi-national design teams.
39An important question in collaborative group work is how to support productive idea
40generation even in the face of tendencies towards process losses that plague realistic working
41environments.
42The process of learning during collaboration and the process of collaboratively
43producing high volume output or a high quality product are separate processes that may
44occur at the same time but may be at odds with one another. Emphasizing one of these
45goals, such as short-term productivity, may lead to a loss with respect to the other goal. For
46example, under realistic working conditions in order to speed up short-term progress
47towards a solution, groups may fall into dysfunctional communication patterns such as
48quick consensus-building behavior (Weinberger and Fischer 2006) or resort to divide-and-
49conquer problem-solving approaches where team members work in relative isolation on the
50part of the process they already know. As a result, team members do not have the
51opportunity to exchange ideas and gain valuable multi-perspective knowledge (Weinberger
52et al. 2005) or learn new skills. Perhaps more importantly, this dysfunctional group
53communication can lead to design flaws (Dutoit 1996), which tend to be discovered late in
54a development process when they are expensive to fix (NIST 2002).
55Much of the social psychology literature on group brainstorming emphasizes short term
56productivity. However, an alternative perspective would be to view successful groups as
57ones that strike an appropriate balance between high productivity in the short term and
58learning in preparation for future work, which may lead to better long-term performance.
59For example, evidence from empirical studies suggests that brainstorming in a group might
60lead to a large “productivity spike” (Brown and Paulus 2002) in a subsequent individual
61brainstorming session on the same topic. In this paper, we explore the topic of collaborative
62idea generation both from a short-term and a long -term perspective. From the short-term
63perspective success in a brainstorming task is measured in terms of the number of unique,
64high quality ideas that are produced. But from a longer-term perspective, success may be
65evaluated in terms of learning about the problem that may occur during brainstorming or in
66terms of cognitive preparation for productivity during a subsequent distinct brainstorming
67task. A long-term design goal is to support collaborative idea generation in such as way as
68to maximize long-term benefits while minimizing short-term process losses. One way of
69doing this is using conversational agents that participate in group discussions along with the
70students.
71We present the results from two behavioral studies in which we evaluate variations on a
72design of virtual brainstorming support involving a conversational agent called VIBRANT,
73whose design is motivated by prior work in the area of collaborative idea generation
74(Nijstad and Stroebe 2006). In the first study we manipulate two independent factors, first
75whether students work individually or in pairs, and second whether students work with the
76VIBRANT agent or not. The second study includes one additional hybrid agent condition
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77motivated by results from the first study as well as other enhancements to the VIBRANT
78agent’s discussion analysis technology. While much research has been done separately on
79learning from inquiry tasks in the learning sciences community and the problem of process
80losses in connection with group idea generation in the social psychology of group work. In
81this paper we bring these two lines of research together to explore a particular question:
82How do the process losses that are a well-known problem for group idea generation impact
83learning from inquiry tasks? And furthermore, how can we support learning by mitigating
84these process losses? Or do we gain more in terms of learning by enhancing other processes
85at work that may lead to learning even if they inhibit idea generation? One positive
86contribution of this work is a demonstrated connection between idea generation and
87learning in a carefully constructed task. On the negative side, the results from the studies
88show that even with automatic idea generation support, we still see evidence of process
89losses connected with a loss in learning, although we do see a positive effect on learning of
90the automatic support mechanism we introduce. Furthermore, we find a positive impact of
91collaborative idea generation on preparation for a subsequent idea generation task. An
92important take away message is that the literature on group process losses is important for
93the CSCL community to consider in the design of collaborative tasks and that both the
94positive and negative effects of group interaction need to be carefully balanced and
95managed.

96Theoretical foundation and hypotheses

97Brainstorming is an activity that is frequently listed among those activities that CSCL
98environments are meant to provide a venue for. However, while it has been purported to be
99a learning task, we know of few empirical studies that offer an evidence base for an
100understanding of how brainstorming leads to learning. In this paper, we propose two
101operationalizations of learning during brainstorming, the first we refer to as connection-
102based learning and the second we refer to as multi-perspective learning.
103Brainstorming may be modeled from a cognitive perspective as a two stage process in
104which a search is initiated in response to a challenge during the first stage, and then an idea
105is constructed by means of inferences building upon prior knowledge stimulated through
106this search process (Nijstad and Stroebe 2006). Psychological studies in spreading
107activation have demonstrated that it is more efficient to retrieve a concept from memory
108when relevant information is offered as a prime or cue ( Q3Anderson 2005; Raaijmakers and
109Shiffrin 1981). Based on the cognitive theory of associative memory (Anderson 2005;
110Brown and Paulus 2002; Dugosh et al. 2000), idea generation can be viewed as the process
111building on the retrieval of information encoded in the stimulated portions of a semantic
112network stored in one’s long-term memory. New ideas are generated when bridging
113inferences are made between these now salient pieces of knowledge. In addition to
114producing an idea, the bridging inference leads to an enrichment in the cognitive
115representation of the salient knowledge in connection with the newly generated idea. This
116enrichment is what we refer to as connection-based learning. Stimulation that broadens the
117search for ideas in brainstorming (Dugosh et al. 2000) may increase the likelihood of
118cognitive conflict. Cognitive conflict is the mental state in which learners become conscious
119of gaps in their understanding, which increases their receptivity to cognitive restructuring
120and learning (Piaget 1985).
121On the other hand, it is possible that the learning during brainstorming is not due to the
122act of generating ideas itself, but due to the exposure to other perspectives that enrich the
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123representation of the domain that participating students have. We refer to this second
124operationalization of learning as multi-perspective learning. Within the collaborative
125learning community there is much support for the benefits of learning collaboratively over
126learning alone (Sharan 1980; etc.). Just a few specific examples include investigations in
127mathematics problem solving (Gweon et al. 2006) and in conceptual learning for
128electronics (Gokhale 1995). Gweon et al (2006) also demonstrate that an appropriate
129intervention for drawing out and elaborating conversational interactions can further enhance
130the learning benefits students receive through peer interaction. A series of studies in the
131computer- supported collaborative learning field demonstrate the pedagogical value of
132social interaction by showing that an intervention that intensifies argumentative knowledge
133construction in support of consensus building in the context of group work enhances the
134development of multi-perspective knowledge, where students learn to view a problem from
135multiple angles (Weinberger et al. 2005; Weinberger and Fischer 2006). Weinberger and
136Fischer measure evidence in multi-perspective learning by investigating the extent to which
137an analysis contains evidence of looking at a situation from more than one point of view.
138And they report an association between productive argumentative knowledge construction
139and multi-perspective learning. Thus, to the extent that this type of interaction occurs during
140group brainstorming, we may find evidence of this multi-perspective learning as a result of
141the interaction that occurs during group brainstorming. This learning may be impervious to
142the process losses that are well known within the social psychology literature.
143Even with evidence that brainstorming is a learning task, it would be reasonable to
144question whether it is really a collaborative task if group brainstorming is prone to process
145losses that make group brainstorming less efficient than individual brainstorming. Where
146brainstorming is less efficient, we would expect less connection- based learning. Prior work
147in the area of the social psychology of cooperative work leads us to expect such an effect.
148The task of idea generation in brainstorming groups has been extensively studied through
149controlled experiments (Diehl and Stroebe 1987) and simulation studies (Nijstad and
150Stroebe 2006). This empirical work has repeatedly revealed phenomena related to process
151losses, in which a group with idea sharing may not always perform better than a collection
152of non-interacting individuals whose contributions are simply pooled afterwards (i.e.,
153nominal groups), both in terms of the quantity and quality of unique ideas (Hill 1982; Diehl
154and Stroebe 1987). Awide range of explanations for process losses have been proposed and
155tested empirically, including social pressure (e.g., evaluation apprehension), social loafing
156(e.g., “free riding”), and production blocking resulting from turn taking conventions
157(Connolly 1993; Q4Diehl and Stroebe 1987; Kraut 2003). Idea failure associated with these
158process losses may be related to cognitive interference that occurs at several stages (Wang
159and Rosé 2007). (Nijstad and Stroebe 2006), such as when one fails to retrieve an image
160(a subset of semantically interrelated concepts) from memory, retrieves an image but
161fails to generate an idea from it, repeatedly activates the same images, or generates
162ideas that have already been mentioned. When brainstorming in groups, overhearing a
163peer’s ideas may serve as cognitive stimulation for memory retrieval and idea
164generation when those ideas are significantly different from what an individual was
165capable of generating alone, while on the other hand, this external stimulation may
166become a source of cognitive interference leading to process losses. This may occur in
167the case that one student generates an idea based on knowledge stimulated in his mind.
168His partner hears this idea and then generates a similar idea. However, upon hearing
169this similar idea, the first student’s brain activates very similar knowledge to what was
170already activated. Because the same domain knowledge continues to be activated, this
171facilitates the generation of similar ideas to those mentioned recently. In cases such as
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172these, brainstorming individuals may believe they have exhausted the number of ideas
173they are able to generate (Nijstad and Stroebe 2006).
174Our investigation is guided by two hypotheses, which are not mutually exclusive:

175& Hypothesis 1 is that connection-based learning occurs during brainstorming as a result
176of the act of generating ideas during brainstorming itself. If this hypothesis finds
177support in our data, then we expect to see learning negatively affected by the kinds of
178process losses reported in the group work literature. We thus expect that dynamic
179support that directly addresses the process losses would increase learning by means of
180increasing brainstorming productivity.
181& Hypothesis 2 is that multi-perspective learning occurs during brainstorming as a result
182of the social interaction between students, during which students are exposed to
183alternative perspectives, which may have the effect of enriching their conceptual
184understanding. If this hypothesis finds support in our data, we would not necessarily
185expect learning to be negatively affected by process losses. In this case, the ideal
186support for group brainstorming would seek to enrich the social interaction between
187students rather than seeking to circumvent the process losses per se.

188
189If we do not see evidence of learning from brainstorming connected with either of these
190operationalizations, then we fail to find support for brainstorming as a learning task. Before
191we test these hypotheses, we begin by further explicating these two complementary
192operationalizations of learning and how they are afforded by a carefully designed
193brainstorming task.

194Method

195We present two studies using the same experimental paradigm in which we evaluate the
196connection-based learning hypothesis (Hypothesis 1) and the multi-perspective learning
197hypothesis (Hypothesis 2). In both cases, one factor manipulates whether brainstorming occurs
198as an individual or pair activity, and are thus able to isolate the effect of process losses. In
199accordance with prior work, we expect to see process losses in the paired condition. If
200hypothesis 1 is correct, we expect to observe connection-based learning during the
201brainstorming task, but that students learn less in the pairs condition and that this learning
202loss effect is mediated by productivity in the brainstorming task. If hypothesis 2 is correct, we
203expect to see an increase in multi-perspective learning in the pairs condition in comparison to
204the individual condition. A second factor in both studies is a feedback manipulation in which
205support is given in the form of “category labels”, which were designed to address process
206losses. If hypothesis 1 is correct, and if the feedback is effective at mitigating process losses, it is
207also expected to mitigate the corresponding learning loss. What is different between the two
208studies is the mechanism used to determine the selection and timing of the feedback with
209respect to the task context. The result of this manipulation differs between studies, offering
210insight into the importance of context appropriateness of brainstorming support as well as
211insight into what technological approaches achieve the most effective performance.

212Experimental procedure

213The experimental procedure can be divided into five phases, namely (1) background
214readings, (2) pretest, (3) brainstorming 1, (4) brainstorming 2, and (5) the posttest. The
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215experimental manipulation took place during phase (3), which is the first brainstorming
216phase. The purpose of the second brainstorming phase is to test whether the experimental
217manipulation that takes place in phase 3 has a lasting effect on brainstorming behavior
218beyond the duration of the manipulation that can be detected within a new brainstorming
219task. While prior work has evaluated the effect of collaborative idea generation on a
220subsequent individual idea generation stage where the idea generation task was the same, to
221the best of our knowledge this is the first evaluation in a behavioral study of the effect of
222collaborative idea generation on a subsequent different idea generation task. We strictly
223controlled for time in all phases. Here we describe the whole procedure in detail.

224Phase 1. Background reading (10 min)

225Students in all conditions were instructed to read the 3-page supplemental reading material
226designed to give them background on the geology of Taiwan for 10 min, and to learn as
227much as possible from the material. The readings were given to students prior to the pretest
228so that any learning measured by pre to posttest gains can be attributed to the brainstorming
229task and not to the readings alone. At the end of the 10 min, students were asked to turn the
230reading materials over and not look at them. Lab attendants ensured that students followed
231the instructions.

232Phase 2. Pre-brainstorming test (15 min)

233In phase 2, students took an on-line pretest assessing their conceptual knowledge and
234reasoning about debris flow hazards.

235Phase 3. Brainstorming activity 1 (25 min)

236The brainstorming task that provides the context for both of the investigations of learning
237during collaborative idea generation that we report on is the Debris Flow Hazard (DFH)
238task. This task has been designed by science educators to engage students in scientific
239inquiry and creative problem solving in the area of Earth sciences (Chang and Weng 2002).
240After the pretest, the students participated in the first brainstorming phase, which is where
241the experimental manipulation took place. Students were instructed to launch the chat client
242program and to start working on the DFH brainstorming task, described in detail below.
243Specific instructions for the task appeared as the first prompt in the chat window. Students
244were given a scenario about a specific debris flow hazard and then asked to generate as
245many thoughts as possible in answer to the question, “what are the possible factors that
246may cause a debris flow hazard to happen?” During this activity, students were invited to
247use the reading materials from Phase 1 as a resource. The duration of the brainstorming
248session was limited to 25 min.

249Phase 4. Brainstorming activity 2 (10 min)

250Upon the completion of the brainstorming task, students regardless of experimental
251condition were then instructed to do individual brainstorming on a second brainstorming
252task. In this idea generation task, students were requested to offer preventive solutions for
253DFH. The prompt for this solution-finding brainstorming activity was “what facilities or
254solutions may prevent a debris flow hazard from happening?” No system support, reading
255material or peer interaction was provided when doing this transfer task. The purpose of this
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256task was to assess whether the impact of the experimental manipulation had a lasting effect
257beyond the duration of the manipulation.

258Phase 5. Post-brainstorming test (15 min)

259Finally, students took an on-line posttest identical to the one used as a pretest again in order
260to assess the influence of the experimental manipulation on learning outcomes. The time
261allowed for doing the test is also the same to the pretest phase (for 15 min).

262Task design

263The learning objective of the Debris Flow Hazard (DFH) task is to make concepts related to
264geology, agriculture, and urban development concrete for students as they grapple with the
265manner in which these very different types of factors interact in real world scenarios. However,
266it is more similar in its cognitive demands to other idea generation tasks used in studies of group
267dynamics than typical collaborative learning tasks such as mathematics problem solving or
268collaborative writing. Thus, the specific properties of this task make it particularly appropriate
269for exploring the separate and joint effects of cognitive and social factors on the productivity
270and pedagogical value of brainstorming activities.
271Students were given a scenario about a specific debris flow hazard and then asked to
272generate as many thoughts as possible in answer to the question, “what are the possible factors
273that may cause a debris flow hazard to happen?” The duration of the brainstorming session
274was limited to 25 min. Regardless of condition, students participated in the brainstorming
275session through typed chat in using a chat client in the style of the Microsoft Network
276Messenger (MSN messenger). Similar to MSN messenger, turn taking was not enforced so
277that students were constantly free to enter ideas even when their partner was also typing.
278Upon the completion of the brainstorming task, students regardless of experimental condition
279were then instructed to do individual brainstorming on a second brainstorming task, this time
280on paper. In this second idea generation task, students were requested to offer preventive
281solutions for DFH. The prompt for this solution-finding brainstorming activity was “what
282facilities or solutions may prevent a debris flow hazard from happening?”
283As part of the task as mentioned in connection with Phase 1 above, students are provided
284with a 3 page packet of background reading materials on the climate, geology, and
285development of Taiwan as well as some information about natural disasters but no specific
286information about debris flow hazards or how to prevent them. For example, in discussion
287of the climate of Taiwan, the reading states the following:

288289Taiwan is located where west Pacific typhoons (hurricanes) frequently pass, and thus
290typhoons often visit Taiwan during the summer season. A typhoon is a tropical
291cyclone developing from the disturbance of the tropical atmosphere. … One
292characteristic of a typhoon is its huge amount of rainfall. Rainfall accompanying
293typhoons can account for more than half of the annual precipitation in Taiwan, and
294thus often causes great damage.
295

296The packet aims to provide basic information about the natural environment of Taiwan,
297and the information may support reasoning on many problems, including debris flow
298hazards. However, the design of the reading materials is not specific to the issue of debris
299flow or its related hazards. Note that a debris flow hazard is not a natural phenomenon. It is
300the situation where a naturally occurring phenomenon (i.e., heavy rains) becomes
301dangerous to people and/or property because of careless decisions made by people, such
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302as choosing to live in an area where mudslides are likely to occur or removing vegetation
303that would make the environment more stable against mudslides. These issues were not
304explicitly covered in the packet. This packet was compiled by domain experts working in
305the science education center at National Taiwan Normal University. The purpose of the
306reading materials was to prepare students for the brainstorming task but not to give them
307specific answers.
308The packet is essential for making this idea generation task be one in which conceptual
309learning can take place. When external information sources are provided to students in
310support of their brainstorming but not directly contributing answers to the brainstorming,
311then the students must engage in a constructive process much like self-explanation (Chi et
312al. 1994) or reflection based learning (Gustafson and Bennett 1999) in order to use this
313information for idea generation. Self-explanation is a learning process during which people
314make inferences to connect new information to prior knowledge, and thereby integrate
315multiple sources of information. From a scientific viewpoint, one of the best substantiated
316educational findings in cognitive science research is the educational benefit of explanation,
317and in particular, the self-explanation effect (Chi et al. 1994; Renkl 2002). Self-explanation
318benefits learners by revealing knowledge gaps, abstracting problem specific knowledge into
319schemas that can be applied to other relevant cases, and elaborating the representation of
320knowledge in the learner's mind so that it can be more easily retrieved (VanLehn and Jones
3211993). To the extent that idea generation prompts cognitive processes similar to self-
322explanation, idea generation may have pedagogical value. For example, a student may have
323access to the following two domain facts discussed in the reading materials: (1) Debris flow
324refers to the mass movement of rocks and sedimentary materials in a fluid like manner, and,
325(2) there are many typhoons, or hurricanes, in Taiwan in the summer. That student may then
326make the following two bridging inferences: (1) Heavy rain implies the presence of a
327massive amount of water, and, (2) the presence of a massive amount of water may lead to
328erosion or the movement of rocks in a fluid like manner. That student may then generate the
329following idea: “Typhoons may be a factor leading to the occurrence of a debris flow
330hazard.” This enriches the student’s mental representation of the connection between
331environmental factors and debris flow hazards as well as contributing towards success at the
332idea generation task.

333Measuring learning and productivity

334There are many skills and concepts that could be learned during brainstorming, but we
335focused on two in particular. One is conceptual learning about the domain as measured by a
336standardized test. We refer to this as connection-based learning because the learning activity
337is designed to provide opportunities for this learning through the connections students make
338between details from the readings and their real-world knowledge during brainstorming.
339The other learning measure we refer to is multi-perspective learning, which we operation-
340alize as preparation for a subsequent idea generation task, as measured by productivity
341within that second task. Here we do not mean that we are teaching creativity or ability to
342generate ideas on an arbitrary idea generation task. Instead, we focus on a specific type of
343preparation where the second task builds directly on the first task and success is determined
344based on the extent to which students are able to generate solutions from multiple
345perspectives. Whereas in the first task, students worked on problematization, in the second
346task, they generated ideas for avoiding the identified problematic situations. In this section
347we address both how we operationalize learning and how we operationalize brainstorming
348productivity.
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349Measuring productivity

350The DFH task has been piloted in classroom studies, and the ideas generated by students in
351those prior trials were recorded and analyzed by a panel of science educators in order to
352identify the reoccurring ideas that they considered valid ideas. While no constraints are
353placed on the range of ideas students are able to generate during the task, in practice it
354rarely happens that students generate a valid idea that is not one that has been seen
355frequently in prior studies. Altogether, 19 valid re-occurring ideas were identified for the
356first task and 15 for the second task, each of which were organized into an idea hierarchy
357that captures the relationships between ideas. During task 1, the ideas contributed by the
358students were recorded in logs saved by the chat client. For task 2, the ideas generated by
359the students were written on paper. These records produced during the brainstorming tasks
360were then used for analysis.
361The first task performance measure was the number of unique ideas generated by each
362individual student. Students’ brainstorming contributions during the chat were coded and
363classified according to one of the 19 ideas modeled in the aforementioned idea hierarchy.
364Duplicate ideas are ignored in this analysis. For students who brainstorm with peers, we only
365count an idea as a unique idea that student contributed if that student is the one who mentions it
366first. The second performance measure was group-based idea production, which is standard in
367studies of group idea generation in the literature (Diehl and Stroebe 1987). When we compare
368individuals and pairs, it would not be fair to directly compare the number of ideas produced
369by two students together with what can be produced by one student working alone. Thus, we
370adopt the standard approach used in the group work literature. For students who do idea
371generation alone, we form “nominal” dyads by randomly selecting a partner from the pool of
372students who worked individually. We then pool the ideas generated by both students in this
373“nominal dyad” and count the unique ideas within that pool.

374Measuring connection-based learning

375As an assessment of understanding of domain concepts, which we used both as a pretest
376and a posttest, we adopted a standardized assessment developed by science educators
377(Chang et al. 2007), which was a 26-item multiple choice test designed for assessing
378students’ concept comprehension on the Debris Flow Hazard topic but did not directly
379questions reasons for the occurrence of debris flow hazards. The test itself can conceptually
380be further decomposed into two parts, factual knowledge recall questions (11 items) and
381reasoning-oriented questions (15 items). The test was designed for high school students and
382has been used in previous science education studies. The validity and reliability of this
383instrument were discussed and established in prior studies (Chang et al. 2007). One sample
384item of test reads as the following:

385386Debris flows often occur while encountering typhoons. What is the most appropriate
387description of the relation between debris flow and typhoons?

388(a) Seawater encroachment raised by typhoons may then erode the shoulder of mountain
389slopes.
390(b) The heavy wind may intensify the weathering of the rock, and destroy the rock
391formations.
392(c) The intense rainfall accompanying typhoons may then carry a lot of soil and rocks,
393which then slide down the slope.
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394(d) The wind of typhoons is so strong that it causes soil and rocks to fall down.

395
396

397Recall that the readings they were given for the students to use as a resource offering
398them a wide range of background material related to relevant topics for their task,
399however it did not contain the direct answers to any questions on the test, nor did it
400directly express the ideas students were required to contribute in the brainstorming task.
401It did discuss aspects related to the geology of Taiwan, such as its size, topology, and
402climate.
403Because we used this test both as a pretest, which occurred before the brainstorming
404activity, and as a posttest, after the brainstorming activity, we cannot eliminate the
405possibility that some of the information on the test itself may have primed students for the
406brainstorming task. However, because the pretest occurred strictly before any experimental
407manipulation, we can be certain that any priming effect that it did have did not differ
408between conditions and thus does not interfere with our ability to assess the effect of our
409experimental manipulation.

410Measuring multi-perspective learning

411Multi-perspective learning is acquiring the ability to view a problem from multiple
412perspectives in order to enhance the ability to generate multiple alternative solutions to a
413problem. Since the learning task is focused on defining the problem of debris flow hazards,
414an appropriate test of multi-perspective learning would be a second brainstorming task
415about solving the identified problems. Thus, we operationalize multi-perspective learning as
416preparation for a subsequent idea generation task in which students are asked to generate
417solutions to the problem of debris flow hazards, and we measure this learning in terms of
418productivity within that second task. As with our measure of productivity on the first
419brainstorming task, only ideas that matched a list of valid ideas collected during previous
420studies using this task counted in the unique idea count.

421Verbal protocol analysis

422Logs of all IM behavior in all conditions from both studies were saved for analysis with
423respect to idea generation. Note that in the pairs condition, there is only one log per pair
424rather than one log per student. To derive appropriate quantitative measures of idea
425generation for analyses, including task performance (number of unique ideas in the main
426idea generation task) and transfer performance (number of unique ideas the solution-finding
427idea generation task), data collected in the main brainstorming phase (phase 3) and the
428transfer task phase (phase 4) were coded and inventoried.
429For the main idea generation task, student IM conversation logs were first segmented
430into idea units, since during IM conversations, students may contribute more than one idea
431per turn. The inter-rater reliability between two independent coders over 10% of the data for
432sentence segmentation was satisfactory (Kappa=.7). Each unit contribution was then
433classified into one of the 19 idea categories in the aforementioned idea hierarchy. If there
434was no feasible label for a particular contribution, the label of “other” was given. The inter-
435rater reliability for the concept coding over 10% of the data was also sufficiently high
436(Kappa=.84). Similarly, for the second brainstorming task, students’ responses were coded
437according to a coding scheme developed by domain experts based on prior studies. The
438inter-rater reliability of this coding of two independent coders over 10% of the data was
439Kappa=.74, which is satisfactory.
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440After we coded the data from the first study by hand, we experimented with a tool for
441automatic analysis of conversational data called TagHelper tools1 to check whether we
442could improve the performance of idea identification. Our finding was that we were able to
443achieve an agreement of automatically predicted topic labels with human assigned topic
444levels at a high reliability, specifically .7 Kappa, which was considerably higher than the
445performance of the original VIBRANT system’s analysis component, which achieved a
446Kappa of only .5 in comparison with human coding. Thus, we replaced VIBRANT’s
447internal topic identification software with this TagHelper model for the second study. After
448the second study, we analyzed the new data both fully automatically using the TagHelper
449model that was trained on the previous study’s hand annotated data as well as by hand and
450evaluated the agreement. Again we achieved a Kappa of .73, demonstrating that automatic
451analysis of this type of conversational data is feasible with high reliability and generalizes
452to different pools of students than those it was trained on.

453Technical infrastructure: The vibrant agent

454In order to maintain maximal consistency across experimental conditions in the two studies
455we report in this paper, we built our experimental infrastructure displayed in Fig. 1 on top
456of a well known instant messaging (IM) service over the Internet, MSN.
457We adapted a brainstorming feedback agent developed in our prior intelligent tutoring
458work called VIBRANT (Wang et al. 2006; Kumar et al. 2007) to provide prompts in
459response to conversational behavior in the experimental conditions that include system
460support. The same chat client was used in both studies reported in this paper for all
461students, regardless of condition. The only thing that changed was who was participating in
462the chat, i.e., whether there was one or two students, and whether there was also a computer
463agent participating. Figure 1 displays a setup where a pair of students and a computer agent
464are working together.
465Because the range of valid ideas that students generate during this task can be easily
466enumerated, we are able to organize the 19 ideas associated with the first task into a domain
467hierarchy. In our domain idea hierarchy, the top node representing the entire DFH task is
468first broken down into 5 general topic areas including geology (e.g., shale rock area),
469agriculture (e.g., having shallow-rooted plants which cannot solidify the soil mass as much
470as original forests), influences caused by other natural phenomena (e.g., typhoon and
471rainstorm which break the hydraulic balance), urban development (e.g., building houses at a
472potential dangerous slope), and social factors (e.g., poor environmental policy). Each
473subtopic is further broken down into specific idea nodes. A total of 19 specific idea nodes
474are included.
475The VIBRANT feedback generation approach is similar in spirit to that adopted in prior
476work in tutorial dialogue, namely the Geometry Explanation Tutor ( Q5Popescu et al. 2003)
477and Auto-Tutor (Graesser et al. 2001) projects. However, our approach differs from this
478prior work in several important respects. First, similar to Popescu et al. (2003), we attach
479feedback messages to nodes in our hierarchy so that we can use a match between a student
480contribution and a node in the hierarchy as a basis for selecting a feedback message.
481However, in contrast to Popescu et al. (2003), we do not utilize a deep, symbolic approach
482to language understanding. Instead, we employ two alternative light weight approaches. In

1 For the automatic analysis we used a publicly available verbal analysis toolset called TagHelper tools,
available at http://www.cs.cmu.edu/~cprose/TagHelper.html.
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483study 1, we associate a number of prototype texts to each leaf node in the hierarchy so that
484we can determine which node matches best based on a shallow semantic similarity measure.
485This approach is much lighter weight than the earlier approach adopted by Popescue and
486colleagues in that neither require heavy knowledge representation or inferencing
487technology.
488Similar to Graesser et al. (2001) we make use of a finite state machine to determine how
489to use the hierarchy to select feedback. However, in contrast to the Auto-Tutor approach,
490our strategy is motivated more by general principles of dialogue coherence rather than a
491specific knowledge elicitation strategy designed to elicit a specific idea from a student with
492progressively more pointed hints. VIBRANT’s built in strategy for selecting a next focus
493was designed to balance breadth and depth of brainstorming across the idea hierarchy while
494maintaining the coherence of the conversation. This design is motivated by prior findings
495that brainstorming is more efficient when successive ideas are clustered so that semantically
496related ideas are contributed in close proximity, and transitions between general idea
497categories are relatively rare (Nijstad and Stroebe 2006).
498VIBRANT’s feedback design is based on the idea of “category labels” (Dugosh et al.
4992000; Nijstad and Stroebe 2006) which have been investigated in the context of earlier
500work on group brainstorming. For example, in the context of a brainstorming task where
501participants are generating design ideas for improving a university campus, an example
502“category label” would be “improve parking”. This represents a type of idea rather than a
503specific concrete idea, such as “improve parking by converting the football field into a
504parking lot.” Results from evaluations of category label stimuli delivered by human
505experimenters show that it is effective for increasing cognitive stimulation and idea
506generation productivity. Our experimental infrastructure illustrates how a group brain-
507storming environment can be built that automatically provides stimulation in the form of
508category labels and goes beyond that prior work by enabling that feedback to be generated
509automatically in a context sensitive manner.

Fig. 1 The MSN like chat client used in the study. Note that students interacted with the agent in Chinese.
An example translated into English is displayed below in Fig. 2

H.-C. Wang, et al.
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510The feedback produced by the system consists of two parts. The first part is referred to as
511a Comment, which is meant to offer feedback specifically directed at the details of what
512students have contributed. The comment text associated with the most closely matching
513idea node is selected, unless the goodness of the match is rated as low, in which case a more
514abstract node that subsumes that idea node is selected instead. The second portion of the
515feedback is referred to as a Tutorial, the purpose of which is to direct the student to a new
516idea, preferably which coherently follows from the current idea if such a subsequent focus
517exists in the hierarchy and has not yet been covered by the student. Feedback messages are
518constructed by concatenating a selected comment with a selected tutorial. For example, if
519the student has contributed the idea “deforestation”, the system will acknowledge this with
520the following comment, “Good, you seem familiar with the effects of excessive urban
521development.” A next focus for brainstorming, which coherently follows from this would
522be more discussion related to urban development, for example “Can you think of a
523farming practice motivated by economic concerns that may increase the risk of a debris
524flow hazard?” In this way students have the opportunity to learn how to evaluate their
525ideas, and they are encouraged to continue contributing additional ideas. Two separate
526Finite State Machines are designed for the selection of each of the two feedback
527portions, which then appear as two separate sentences communicated to the student(s).
528In the current design, a Comment is selected based on a function only of the current
529student contribution, while a Tutorial is selected based on a function of the student
530contribution and the context of students’ previous responses within the same session. The
531technical details of this approach to feedback generation are discussed in a previous
532publication (Kumar et al. 2007).
533In Fig. 2 we see an example with a pair of students working together with the VIBRANT
534agent. Here, one student has mentioned the problem that a dangerous situation with respect
535to debris flow hazards is created when people remove sand and stones from construction
536sites, since this makes the area less stable. The agent acknowledges this idea in the
537comment, mentioning material that was included in the reading materials students had
538access to in support of the brainstorming. A tutorial is then offered, directing the students
539on how to proceed with the brainstorming. In this example, we see the first student offering
540an example and then the second student offering a synergistic example. This pattern was
541much more frequent in the supported pairs condition than the unsupported pairs condition.
542Figure 3 shows another example of a pair of students interacting with the agent. In this
543example, a student first mentions that inherent environmental conditions, like the angle of a
544mountain slope, could be a factor for the occurrence of debris flows. The agent recognizes
545the statement as an idea related to inappropriate construction on slopes, and prompts the
546students to think about a related topic of mining on mountain slopes. Students were then
547motivated to explore the role of people in debris flow hazards, and proposed an idea that
548growing shallow-rooted betel trees may be an explanatory factor. Interestingly, although the
549agent did not perfectly recognize and follow the notion of “steep angle slope” suggested by

Student 1 People stole sand and stones to use for construction.

Agent Yes, steeling sand and stones may destroy the balance and 
thus make mountain areas unstable. Thinking about 
development of mountain areas, can you think of a kind of 
development that may cause a problem?

Student 2 Development of mountain areas often causes problems.

Student 1 It is okay to develop, but there must be some constraints.

Fig. 2 An example with a pair of
students working with the
VIBRANT agent
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551direction of thinking and move beyond their original focus.
552The agent may support individual idea generation in a similar way. Figure 4 shows how
553individual students may work with the agent. Here, a single student follows the agent’s
554tutorial feedback closely to propose ideas. After the agent directs the student to think about
555various topics (e.g., mining sand and stones, problematic uses of slopes etc.), the student
556responds to the ideas with enriched reasoning along the directions suggested (e.g., mining
557without approval, inadvisable farming practices, etc.). In this case, there appears to be rich
558connection-based thinking, although with no social interaction and less exploration of
559diverse perspectives.

560Study 1: Investigating the problem of process losses

561Experimental manipulation

562In order to test our hypotheses, we conducted an experiment in which students participated
563in a brainstorming task in an educational context. We manipulated whether brainstorming
564took place as an individual or pair activity and whether feedback was offered or not, both as
565between subjects factors. Thus, the experiment was a 2 (individual brainstorming vs. pair
566brainstorming) X 2 (no system support vs. system support) factorial design resulting in four
567experimental conditions, which are referred to in the remainder of the paper as IN
568(Individual-No support), IS (Individual-System supported), PN (Pair-No support), and PS
569(Pair-System supported).
570For the IS condition, VIBRANToffered feedback in response to each contribution of the
571student. For the PS condition, in order to give students time to react to each other’s
572contributions before viewing automatically generated feedback, the system collected and
573evaluated the two students’ contributions during a fixed period of time, and then gave

Student 1 It may be caused by factors of the geographical 
environment, such as the slope angle of a hill.

Agent Yes, one should not build buildings at inappropriate 
locations. Is the happening of a debris flow relevant to the 
mining of sand and stones? 

Student 2 I felt that factors related to people play a bigger role.

Student 1 Yes, people-related factors would be the most influential.

Student 2 Such as planting many betel palm trees on mountain slopes.

Fig. 3 Another example of a pair
of students interacting with the
agent

Student Rainfall adds weight to the soil and stones, and the gravity 
causes it to slide down.

Agent Yes, a mountain slope can only bear limited amount of 
pressure exerted by objects and buildings upon it. Is the 
happening of a debris flow relevant to the mining of sand 
and stone?

Student People mine sand and stones without approval.

Agent Yes, stealing sand and stones without approval can loosen 
the mountain slope, and then destruct the status of balance. 
Is it the case that there cannot be any urban development 
on mountain slopes? What kind of development may cause 
a problem?

Student It may be a problem to grow fruit trees and tea trees.

Fig. 4 An example of a single
student interacting with the
agent

H.-C. Wang, et al.
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574feedback based on the accumulated text. If that text contained more than one idea, then it is
575likely that more than one idea node would match. The idea node that got the best match
576score would be selected in that case. This adjustment of the parameter that controls the
577length of time for collecting text from students before intervening may be viewed as
578adjusting how interruptive the computer agent is. In this study, the parameter was set to
57930 s, which was observed during a pilot experiment to allow students enough time to
580interact with one another. No feedback from the system was offered to students in the two
581no-support conditions. Thus, in contrast to the two support conditions just described, for the
582IN condition, a simple computer agent did nothing but simply recorded students’
583contributions. Students were simply instructed to use the IM program as a text input
584buffer. A similar simple agent was used in the PN condition where pairs of students
585brainstormed together on the IM platform but received no system support.

586Subjects

587Participating students were an approximately gender balanced group of 10th graders from a
588high school in Taipei, Taiwan. The study was conducted in a computer classroom of a public
589high school located in central Taiwan. Four sessions were scheduled in the same day, two in the
590morning and two in the afternoon. In each session, the computer classroom accommodated at
591most 16 students. Every student worked at a computer assigned to him or her. Participating
592students were allowed to choose the session they attended, and were randomly assigned to
593experimental conditions within that session. For experimental conditions PN and PS, students
594were paired into dyads randomly. Altogether, there were 7 students in the IN condition, 7
595students in IS, 14 students in PN (i.e., 7 pairs), and 14 students in PS (i.e., 7 pairs). During the
596study, all students were blind to the experimental design, and unaware of the existence of other
597conditions. Students participated in the study as a learning activity connected with their regular
598instruction and thus did not receive financial compensation.

599Results

600T Q6able 1

601Hypothesis 1: Connection-based learning hypothesis

602A summary of the results from study 1 can be found in Table 1. We will begin the discussion
603with results related to Hypothesis 1. The connection-based learning hypothesis states that
604students learn during brainstorming as an effect of the new connections they make between
605domain concepts as they generate ideas. If we observe a reduction in productivity as a result

t1.1 Table 1 Summary of results from Study 1

t1.2 Individual—No
Support

Individual—System
Supported

Pair—No
Support

Pair—System
Supported

t1.3 Pretest 7.9 (1.6) 7.3 (.9) 7.2 (1.4) 7.3 (1.5)

t1.4 Posttest 8.8 (1.3) 9.0 (1.2) 7.3 (1.1) 8.0 (1.1)

t1.5 Unique Ideas from Task1
(individual level analysis)

8.3 (2.3) 10.1 (2.0) 4.5 (1.9) 4.8 (1.5)

t1.6 Unique Ideas from Task 2 5 (1.3) 4 (1.4) 5.3 (1.4) 5.6 (1.7)
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606of students working in pairs, we should also see a reduction in learning, and this reduction in
607learning should be at least partially explained by the reduction in productivity. Our data bears
608this out. Furthermore, we see an improvement in productivity as a result of brainstorming
609support, which is also associated with an increase in learning.
610First, when we examine the productivity loss as a result of students working in pairs, we find
611evidence of productivity loss from the pairs conditions when we use unique ideas matching one
612of the 19 ideas selected by science educators for this task. The primary ANOVA model was set
613up by using the first performance measure that we have mentioned in the following way:

614(A-1) D.V.: Number of Unique Ideas by Each Student, I.V.: Individual/Pairs, System-
615Support/No-Support

616
617A significant main effect for Individual/Pair in favor of individual brainstorming was
618found, F(1,38)=70.94, p<.001, Cohen’s f=1.37 is very large.
619In terms of connection-based learning, we first evaluated the general learning outcomes
620in terms of concept comprehension by computing a repeated measures ANOVAwith time
621point (pre versus post test) as an independent factor. From this analysis we determined that
622there was a main effect of time point with no two-way or three-way interactions with our
623experimental manipulation. F(1,76)=9.35, p<.005, Cohen’s f=.35, which is a medium to
624large effect size. Thus, we conclude that students across conditions learned significantly
625from pretest to posttest in the brainstorming activity.

626(A-2) D.V.: Total posttest score, I.V.: Individual/Pairs, System-Support/No-Support,
627Covariate: Pretest score

628
629Students who brainstormed individually without a peer learned significantly better. In
630order to determine whether this difference in learning was at least partially explained by
631the reduction in productivity, we explored the connection between idea production and
632learning outcomes revealed a correlation between the two measures that suggests that
633the process loss effect on idea generation productivity might explain the negative effect
634of group brainstorming on learning in comparison to individual brainstorming in this
635study. By classifying students into two groups according to a median split of their
636numbers of unique ideas generated, and using the domain pretest as the covariate, it
637was found that students with more unique ideas scored significantly higher on the
638domain posttest, F(1, 39)=9.04, p<.01, a large effect size Cohen’s f=.48. Students with
639more ideas scored better in the domain test.
640Thus, we find support for the connection-based learning hypothesis. The next
641question in connection with this hypothesis is whether feedback from the VIBRANT
642agent increased productivity and learning. At the individual level, we didn’t find
643evidence that the support of the VIBRANT agent improved productivity. The presence
644of adaptive feedback generated by VIBRANT had a trend benefiting the number of
645unique ideas but did not result in a significant difference. No interaction effect was
646found. However, at the group level, we do see an effect. For this analysis we examined
647productivity by forming nominal groups for experimental conditions IN and IS, and
648then pooled ideas generated by nominal group member. By using the group-based
649measure, a significant main effect on the comparison of nominal groups versus
650interacting groups (i.e., real groups, PN and PS conditions) was found, F(1, 24)=20.7,
651p<.001, f=.93, which is a large effect. Thus, there is some evidence from this analysis
652that support from VIBRANT improved productivity.
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653Based on this positive effect of VIBRANT feedback on productivity, hypothesis 1
654predicts that we will see a positive effect on connection-based learning. From the ANCOVA
655model (A-2) introduced previously, it was determined that students learned significantly
656more when adaptive feedback was available. There was a significant main effect of system
657support, F(1, 38)=4.57, p<.05, Cohen’s f=.35, which is a medium to large effect. Students
658in the system-supported conditions achieved significantly higher adjusted posttest scores.
659No interaction with other variables was found. No significant interaction effect was found
660between the two independent variables. The ranking of adjusted posttest scores for the four
661experimental conditions is: IS (Mean: 9.05, Std. Err: .34)>IN (Mean: 8.66, Std. Err: .37)>
662PS (Mean: 8.12, Std. Err: .24)>PN (Mean: 7.43, Std. Err: .24). Students learned most in the
663IS condition, in which VIBRANT adaptive feedback was available, while no peer was
664present. However, only the difference between the two extreme conditions (IS and PN) is
665significant based on a Bonferroni post-hoc analysis. Students who brainstormed with the
666VIBRANTagent learned significantly more than students who brainstormed with a peer and
667no system support.

668Hypothesis 2: Multi-perspective learning hypothesis

669The multi-perspective learning hypothesis states that a benefit of brainstorming in pairs is
670that students will gain more in terms of multi-perspective learning as a result of having been
671exposed to alternative perspectives. And we find support for this hypothesis in our data. As
672mentioned above, multi-perspective learning was measured in terms of productivity on the
673second brainstorming task.
674Because we did not have a similar problem solving task to use as a pretest measure for
675this type of knowledge, we explored the relationships between success at the second task
676and other student specific information recorded prior to the experimental manipulation that
677we could use as a covariate in order to avoid treating all students as though they started
678with equal ability to perform this task. We found that score on the domain reasoning portion
679of the pretest was weakly correlated with productivity on the second brainstorming task and
680thus could serve such a purpose in our analysis. Specifically, when we categorize students
681into two groups, High/Low reasoning ability in the domain, according to a median split of
682their performance on the reasoning-oriented part of the domain pretest, students with high
683reasoning ability in the domain were determined to be more capable in the second idea
684generation task, F(1, 40)=4.28, p<.05, a medium to large effect size Cohen’s f=.33. Thus
685we controlled for this individual difference in the analysis of the effect of condition on
686productivity in the second brainstorming task.
687An ANOVAwas conducted using the number of unique solutions as the dependent variable,
688experimental manipulation as independent variables, and the aforementioned label on High/
689Low domain reasoning ability as an additional factor. In this model, a significant main effect
690was found for the Individual/Pair factor, F(1, 37)=7.67, p<.01, a large effect size f=.46. The
691result was in favor of working in pairs. Also, a significant interaction effect was detected
692between our two experimentally manipulated factors, F(1, 37)=5.57, p<.05, f=.39, which is
693close to a large effect size. PS was found to be the best condition in the transfer task (Mean:
6945.79, SD: 1.72), while IS was the worst (Mean: 4.00, SD: 1.41). A post-hoc pair-wise
695Bonferroni analysis showed that PS and PN both had significantly better performance than IS
696in the transfer task. Thus, while the brainstorming support improved brainstorming
697productivity in the first task both for individuals and pairs, it only contributed to multi-
698perspective learning in pairs, which makes sense if the multi-perspective learning comes from
699interaction with a peer rather than from productivity in the first brainstorming task.
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700Hypothesis 2 was therefore supported. Students in the pairs conditions preformed better
701in a subsequent idea generation session, in which a related but different task became the
702target and no external support was available.

703Discussion

704The results of the first study support both hypotheses about learning from idea generation. In
705particular, the results demonstrate that even in this simple brainstorming task, we see evidence of
706significant process losses that are associated with corresponding learning losses in terms of
707connection-based learning. And while support from the VIBRANT agent increases both
708productivity and learning, in this study we do not see that the effect is strong enough to ameliorate
709the process losses due to working in pairs. On the positive side, however, students who worked in
710pairs, especially with support, gained more in terms of multi-perspective learning.
711The take away message from the study does not end there, however. With this result in
712hand, it is important to think again about the design of the learning task and how that
713enabled both connection-based learning and multi-perspective learning.
714The conclusion with respect to multi-perspective learning was the most clear. We find
715support for this hypothesis in our data in the form of a main effect of the individual versus pairs
716manipulation. Thus, despite the process losses we observed, students were better prepared for a
717problem-solving task that built upon a problematization process that was done collaboratively.
718It’s important to note that we consider this result to be very specific to the connection between
719problematization and problem solving. We do not consider that students who participate in a
720brainstorming task necessarily learn to be more creative on arbitrary idea generation tasks.
721Thus, we believe the application of this finding is within multi-step inquiry projects where
722students must first define a problem and then solve it. Our finding supports the idea that
723students will be able to be more creative about hypothesizing solutions to problems that they
724have a broader and deeper representation of from their problematization. This is consistent with
725the literature on productive failure where it has been found that groups that struggled with
726defining an ill-structured problem performed better on both near and far transfer assessment
727items than groups who worked on a more narrowly defined problem (Kapur and Kinzer 2009).
728A post-hoc analysis of the chat logs from the study showed that students in the pairs
729conditions with feedback stayed on topic longer than students in the other conditions, which
730gave them more opportunities to build on one another’s ideas and think more about the
731implications of the ideas, as displayed in Figs. 2 and 3. In contrast, in the individual
732condition, the feedback increased the number of different ideas but not the amount of depth or
733breadth with which the ideas were considered, as displayed in Fig. 4.
734With respect to connection-based learning, the hypothesis was that students would learn
735from idea generation in the Debris Flow Hazard Task because the act of generating ideas
736gives them the opportunity to form bridging inferences between their existing knowledge of
737debris flow hazards and the information provided to them in the supplementary readings.
738Assuming students engage in this process of constructing bridging inferences, we would
739expect the result to be an enriched representation of the domain, which we would then be
740able to measure using an assessment that depends upon that enrichment in order for
741students to score well. We saw that because the experimental setup allowed us to see that.
742Thus, while the experiment as designed allowed us to measure learning of this form, it is
743important to note that this result would not necessarily generalize to idea generation tasks
744that do not provide resources and opportunities for new bridging inferences to enrich
745conceptual knowledge, and would also not necessarily generalize to other knowledge
746associated with a domain that is not connected to the enrichment facilitated by the bridging
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747inferences afforded by the task. Recent work on support for group idea generation in an
748engineering design setting showed that effective agent based support increased idea
749generation productivity, but not learning, and also did not find any correlation between
750productivity and learning (Kumar et al. 2011). We cannot therefore conclude that arbitrary
751idea generation tasks are learning tasks. What we can conclude is that carefully constructed
752idea generation tasks can facilitate very specific learning.
753The connection between process losses and learning losses also give us pause as we
754consider whether idea generation should really be a collaborative task in a learning context.
755The support offered by VIBRANT was able to increase both idea generation and
756productivity, however, students who worked individually with the VIBRANT agent both
757produced more ideas and learned more than students who worked in pairs with the
758VIBRANT agent. Thus, while we observe a positive effect of this support, it was not
759observed in this study to fully mitigate the process losses.

760Study 2: Follow-up study

761Study 1 provided support for both hypotheses related to learning from idea generation.
762However, it did not leave us with a definitive idea of how best to design a collaborative idea
763generation task for learning. We were left with the question of how to strike the optimal
764balance of both forms of learning when multi-perspective learning comes from working on
765idea generation tasks in pairs, but that leads to process losses that impede connection-based
766learning. In a post-hoc analysis, we observed idea generation intensity as well as the
767magnitude of process losses from working in pairs to be highest in the first five minutes of
768idea generation. We also found that rather than improve idea generation productivity, the
769agent’s intervention actually had the opposite effect. Thus we hypothesized that one
770possible solution would be to let students work alone without support for the first five
771minutes and then work in pairs supported by the agent for the remainder of the session. We
772also improved the accuracy of VIBRANT’s idea detection capabilities after the end of the
773first study. The technique used in the first study was not always successful in identifying a
774satisfactory match to an idea node. In those cases, the fallback was to move up a level of
775abstraction in the idea hierarchy, and use the best matching more abstract category in order
776to partially compensate for the partial match. In study 2, we instead employed a machine
777learning approach inside the VIBRANT agent where we used labeled data from study 1 to
778train a model to do the assignment of novel input texts to nodes in the hierarchy. Note that
779apart from the idea matching, the VIBRANTagent was identical to that used in Study 1. We
780discussed this result in detail where the evaluation of corpus data collected during Study 1
781was discussed above. The improvement in results was sufficient to remove the necessity for
782falling back to a more abstract partial match.
783In the next section we describe a follow-up study in which we evaluate the effect of the
784enhanced VIBRANT agent as well as a new configuration in which students worked alone
785for the first five minutes, and then worked with a partner and the VIBRANT agent in the
786remainder of the session. We refer to this new condition as Dynamic (DYN), and motivate it
787from folk wisdom about brainstorming where some believe that brainstorming in groups is
788more effective when individuals take time to brainstorm alone first. Apart from the
789enhancement of VIBRANTand the additional condition, the study was identical to the first
790one, and thus, we spend less time discussing it. While the focus of the first study was to
791extend our understanding of learning during idea generation, the purpose of the second
792study was to help us better understand the practical side of supporting it with computer
793agent technology.
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794Experimental manipulation

795As in the first study, we manipulated whether brainstorming took place as an individual or
796pair activity and whether feedback was offered or not, both as between subjects factors.
797Thus, the experiment was a 2 (individual brainstorming vs. pair brainstorming) X 2 (no
798system support vs. system support) factorial design resulting in four experimental
799conditions, which are referred to in the remainder of the paper as IN (Individual-No
800support), IS (Individual-System supported), PN (Pair-No support), and PS (Pair-System
801supported). Additionally, we added a hybrid condition in which students brainstormed alone
802for 5 min without system support and then worked together for the remaining 25 min with
803system support (DYN). Earlier we mentioned that the VIBRANT agent was improved
804between the first and second studies in that the feedback for the second study was triggered
805by analysis of brainstorming activity by a text classification model trained by TagHelper
806tools (Rosé et al. 2008), which performed better than in the first study.

807Subjects

808Participating students were an approximately gender balanced group of 10th grade students
809from a high school in central Taiwan. They participated in the study as a summer school
810course activity and thus did not receive financial compensation for their participation. As in
811the first study, every student worked at a computer assigned to him or her. The study was
812conducted over two separate class periods of equal length of two different days. All five
813experimental conditions were equally represented in both sessions in order to control for
814possible systematic differences between the two groups of students. They were randomly
815assigned to experimental conditions within the session they participated in. For
816experimental conditions PN, PS and DYN, students were paired into dyads randomly.
817Altogether, the dataset we analyzed from this study consisted of data from 8 students in IN,
81813 students in IS, 20 students or 10 dyads in PN, 20 students or 10 dyads in PS, and 12
819students or 6 dyads in DYN. Data from a few additional participating students was lost due
820to technical problems during the data collection.

821Results

822T Q7able 2
823First we checked the results of Individual versus Pair and System-Support versus no System-
824Support manipulations to verify whether they were consistent with our first study. The main
825effect of Pair versus Individual was consistent with the first study. There was significant
826evidence of process losses when comparing real pairs with nominal pairs F(1,37)=5.88, p<.05,

t2.1 Table 2 Summary of results from Study 2

t2.2 Individual—
No Support

Individual—
System Supported

Pair—No
Support

Pair—System
Supported

Dynamic

t2.3 Pretest 9.9 (1.8) 10.1 (1.4) 8.8 (1.9) 9.6 (1.4) 9.6 (1.6)

t2.4 Posttest 10.1 (2.2) 10.4 (1.2) 9.1 (2.0) 9.3 (1.4) 8.9 (1.7)

t2.5 Unique Ideas from Task1
(individual level analysis)

8.3 (2.7) 9 (3.3) 4.4 (2.5) 5.8 (2.6) 4.8 (2.1)

t2.6 Unique Ideas from Task 2 4.4 (1.7) 4.2 (1.4) 3.7 (1.9) 4.6 (1.7) 4.6 (1.4)
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827effect size .65 standard deviations. In the first study, the trend for idea generation to be greater
828in the System-Supported conditions was not statistically significant except in the group level
829analysis. However, in this study, the trend was not only in the same direction, but it was
830significant this time even at the individual level, F(1,37)=8.9, p<.005, effect size .59 standard
831deviations. As in the first study, there was no significant interaction between these two factors.
832Thus, we observe a consistent effect of both manipulations on brainstorming productivity
833during the experimental manipulation.
834Because idea generation performance during the experimental manipulation is consistent
835with what we observed in the first study, we can compare these results with those obtained
836in this study for the new, hybrid condition (DYN) to determine whether folk wisdom about
837brainstorming alone and then as a group does indeed enhance productivity.
838At the 5 min mark, we see significant process losses, and no effect of System-Support F
839(2, 44)=11.46, p<.0001. ATukey pairwise post-hoc analysis reveals that nominal pairs are
840significantly more productive than real pairs (effect size 1.24 standard deviation), whereas
841the behavior in the hybrid DYN condition is not statistically different from either. It is
842halfway in between on average. Thus, when students anticipated working with a peer after
843the end of the first 5 min, they did not experience the productivity advantage of individuals
844working alone who did not anticipate that. This could potentially be related to the idea of
845social apprehension, which is one common source of process losses in group brainstorming.
846In the final 25 min, we expected students in the hybrid DYN condition to behave like the
847students in the System-Supported Pairs condition. In fact, the System-Supported Pairs condition
848performed the best of all conditions in the final 25 min of brainstorming, F(4,42)=4.1, p<.01.
849The System Supported Pairs condition performed significantly better than all other conditions
850according to a students-t post-hoc analysis and better than all but the System-Supported
851Individuals condition according to a Tukey pairwise post-hoc analysis. According to both
852post-hoc analyses, contrary to our expectation, the system-supported pairs condition
853significantly out-performed the hybrid DYN condition, effect size 1.54 standard deviations.
854Again, if we examine brainstorming productivity during the entire brainstorming phase
855summatively, we see that folk wisdom about which brainstorming configuration would be
856most effective made an incorrect prediction, possibly due to the short duration of the study,
857and the possibility because the phased structure of the brainstorming session was
858distracting, and thus disruptive. The overall performance of the hybrid DYN condition is
859not statistically distinguishable from that in the other conditions, but falls somewhere in the
860middle. At the five minute point when productivity begins to level off in all conditions, we
861evidence of an interruption effect in the DYN condition, where the reduction in productivity
862seems most abrupt. While students seem to recover from this by the 20 min point, their
863productivity levels off at a lower level on average from the other conditions where students
864have system support, although as mentioned this is only a statistical trend.

865Discussion

866While the results from study 2 do not support the new design ideas hypothesized from
867the results of study 1, they do offer hope that something like the system support offered
868by the VIBRANT agent has the potential to mitigate process losses that occur because
869of cognitive interference, especially when the automatic analysis of the discussion that
870is used to trigger the support is accurate. Note, as mentioned earlier in the paper, the
871automatic analysis was substantially more accurate in the second study. Results from
872study 2 confirm that process losses from cognitive interference are a problem even in
873simple brainstorming tasks such that designs for group brainstorming systems that focus
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874merely on alleviating problems due to production blocking are not sufficient.
875Furthermore, while we did not observe system support ameliorating process losses
876when we viewed productivity in the first study, we did observe such an effect in the
877second study. Again, it is possible that the difference was because in the second study
878we had the benefit of more accurate conversational analysis technology that was used to
879trigger the system support. It is possible that the negative effect of system support in
880the first five minutes in the first study was that it was distracting because of its
881inaccuracies, and when this was corrected in the second study, it was not a problem.
882Thus, based on the results of the second study, we argue that brainstorming in groups
883does have some merit and that in cases where groups are brainstorming,, it is best to
884offer support for the entire duration of brainstorming. As mentioned above, there was a
885positive main effect of system support on idea generation productivity, and there was no
886significant difference in productivity between students who worked in pairs with system
887support and those who worked individually with system support. Thus, in order to reap
888all of the benefits of doing idea generation in pairs, the configuration of working in
889pairs with system support may be the best compromise.
890Another important point is that despite the fact that the results of the second study do not
891confirm the design recommendations hypothesized from the results of the first study,
892together the studies offer a richer and more comprehensive picture of what is happening in
893brainstorming groups than either do alone. The second study offers strong evidence that
894appropriate support can mitigate process losses in brainstorming groups. Reinterpreting the
895results from the first study in light of the second study highlights the importance of accurate
896conversation analysis for triggering support.
897It is surprising that the hybrid DYN condition turned out to be significantly worse than a
898condition where participants worked in pairs for the entire duration of the brainstorming,
899since this contradicts a commonly held belief that it is beneficial to brainstorm alone and
900then participate in group brainstorming. One possible explanation for the lack of
901effectiveness of that condition is that it was distracting for students to suddenly be joined
902by a partner and a feedback agent after 5 min. Nevertheless, if this were the whole
903explanation, one would expect the effect to wear off after a short time. However, this does
904not seem to be the case since the idea generation performance of the students in the DYN
905condition leveled off before it caught up with that of the participants in the condition where
906they worked in pairs with feedback the entire time.
907Another possible explanation is that valuable time was lost when participants were
908joined by a partner because of having to “catch up” by sharing the ideas that had
909already generated while working alone. This “catch up” time is typically not considered
910when the advice is to brainstorm alone before group brainstorming is offered. However,
911this phenomenon encourages participants to spend time repeating ideas already
912contributed rather than focusing on generating new ones. It is possible that this act of
913repeating ideas exacerbates an effect related to cognitive interference (Wang and Rosé
9142007), leading students to feel prematurely that they do not have any new ideas to
915contribute due to over-exposure to already articulated ideas. The results may have looked
916different if the total time for brainstorming was not so short.
917We acknowledge that the support offered by the VIBRANT agent is only feasible in a
918limited domain, most likely in educational contexts where the same brainstorming task may
919be used repeatedly because of its educational value. In brainstorming tasks in work
920contexts, this would not be an option. Thus, as part of our current research we are working
921towards a more general approach that would allow system support for brainstorming to
922occur for arbitrary brainstorming tasks.
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923Future work

924While the approach taken in our current system configuration is to offer support based on a topic
925analysis of conversational contributions, we argue that a more general approach would prompt
926feedback based on an analysis of the structure of the conversation, in line with current work on
927automatic collaborative process analysis (Donmez et al. 2005;Wang et al. 2007; Rosé et al. 2008;
928Mayfield and Rosé 2011), where labels are assigned to conversational contributions according
929to the role they play within the conversation, and indicate such things as whether participants
930are building on one another’s ideas or talking at cross-purposes. Such an analysis could be
931used to identify places in the conversation where support is most needed, and to determine
932where productivity is sufficiently high and it might be better for the system to “back off”.
933Recall that VIBRANT’s feedback is composed of two parts, namely a comment that
934acknowledges the contributed idea and a tutorial that points the participant towards a new
935focus for idea generation. Although an automatic process analysis of idea generation that
936would focus on the dynamics of the conversation rather than the content of specific
937contributions would not allow us to offer content based feedback, it is not clear that content
938oriented support offered in the form of VIBRANT’s comments acknowledging valid ideas
939is necessary for stimulating idea generation. We suspect that it is VIBRANT’s tutorials,
940which are based on prior work related to the effect of “category labels” (Dugosh et al. 2000;
941Nijstad and Stroebe 2006), that are responsible for the positive effect we observed. If
942support was only offered during low productivity regions of the conversation, and if it was
943limited to pointing participants to direct their idea generation to particular places within the
944idea space, it is possible that it would matter less whether the direction of those hints was
945related to the specific ideas that had already been contributed or not. Further investigation is
946needed to verify whether this will be a feasible and effective solution.
947As part of our long term effort, we are considering other possible directions. Since students
948in the pairs conditions were observed to sometimes waste time repeating and paraphrasing each
949other’s ideas, one potential future agent designmight be one that encourages partners to explore
950different parts of the idea space widely, but within the same chat space, so that students would
951have a broad pool of ideas to draw from collaboratively, which may also go some way towards
952avoiding producing ideas that lead to cognitive interference related process losses in their idea
953generation (c.f., Nijstad and Stroebe 2006). This design is also consistent with other work
954related to the jigsaw method (Sharan 1980).

955Conclusions

956In this paper we present the results of two behavioral studies investigating both the long
957term and short term effects of brainstorming in pairs versus brainstorming individually in
958the context of CSCL and inquiry learning. Our finding is that brainstorming tasks can be
959beneficial for student learning. Furthermore, our data support the view that learning from
960brainstorming comes from the constructive, inferential process of idea generation building
961on prior knowledge as well as from the collaborative process of students building on one
962another’s ideas. Beyond that, the results from the first study suggest that the condition
963favored by the results depends upon what outcome measure is valued above the others. For
964example, students in the pairs condition were less productive and learned less in terms of
965connection-based learning during the initial brainstorming task. On the other hand, the
966students who brainstormed in pairs during the first session performed better on the second
967brainstorming task. Furthermore, although brainstorming support had a positive effect on
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968learning both in the individual and pairs conditions, it did not have a significant positive effect
969on productivity during the initial brainstorming session in the first study, although with effective
970support, we did see a positive outcome in the second study that offers hope that with continued
971development and experimentation with conversational agent based support, we can achieve a
972successful configuration in which process losses can be mitigated.
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